Lipschitz spaces are important function spaces with relations to H p spaces and Campanato spaces, the other two important function spaces in harmonic analysis. In this paper we give some characterizations for Lipschitz spaces on compact Lie groups, which are analogues of results in Euclidean spaces. 
Introduction and Notation
Lipschitz spaces are very important function spaces with close relations to H p spaces and Campanato spaces, the other two important function spaces in harmonic analysis. The theory of these spaces on Euclidean spaces has been fruitfully developed by several authors (see [2, 3, 4] ). In this paper we consider Lipschitz spaces on compact Lie groups and give some characterizations for these spaces, which are analogues of the results in the case of Euclidean spaces.
Let G be a compact connected semisimple Lie group of dimension n. Choose T c G to be a fixed maximal torus of G with dim T = rank G = I. Let g and t denote the Lie algebras of G and T respectively, and g c and t c their complexification. If A is the set of roots of (g c , t c ) we choose in A a system A + of positive roots. Write m -card A + and n = 2m + /. We choose inner product (•, •) on g which is invariant under the adjoint action of G on g. Put (•, ) 1/2 = ||, so that | | is a norm on g. Let d be the geodesic metric on G associated with (-, •), so that for small t, d(exptX, e) = \t\ \X\, for X e g, where e is the identity of G. Let G be the set of equivalence classes of irreducible unitary representations of G and denote by \x and d k the character and dimension of the unitary representation U x corresponding to A e G. In the sequel we denote by c a positive constant which may change from line to line.
Definitions and main results
Suppose a > 0. We introduce Lipschitz spaces on G. where \y\ -y x + • • • + y n for a positive integral n-tuple y = (y u . . . , y n ). By [3] we know A k , and therefore A t , are not empty. We now state a theorem which gives the relationship between the Lipschitz spaces, the Hardy spaces H P (G) and the Campanato spaces. use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700038234 [4] Characterization of Lipschitz spaces on compact Lie groups 203
Proof of theorems
To prove Theorem 2 we first establish a lemma. Dashan Fan and Zengfu Xu [5] and where F k has the following estimate: which completes the proof of the Lemma.
PROOF OF THEOREM 2. In view of Theorem 1 and the lemma we are reduced to proving the equivalence of (i) and (ii) for a > 1. We begin with the implication (i) implies (ii) for a = 1. Let / e A]. For any <p e A 2 k+ n it is easy to check that \<P, * fix)\ < c\\f\\ A ,t for t > e 0 , and <p, * f(
By (2) and (4) 
where = f(xy) -2f(x) + f{xy~x).
Observe that ||X>>,||i < c^r^ for? < e 0 , and that HX'VJi = 0 ( 1 ) Suppose that (b) is true. Then / e L°°(G) due to the compactness of G. Let p k be the polynomial as given in (b) for a fixed x e G and 0 < r < e 0 . We then have
which implies (c). which together with (9) gives the desired result. The theorem is therefore proved.
